
CONTRACT HIRE

Major Project Execution
Turnaround Execution
Program Development

Training & Development
Field Representation
Auditing & Inspection

Incident Investigation
Gap Analysis
SMS Development

Firemaster Oilfield Services has had the pleasure of working with Wayne at Prime Essential for Contract 
Hire. We utilize Prime Essential for our turnaround projects, they have proven themselves a key partner to 
ensuring we get the right people in the field with the experience we need. We will continue to use Prime 
Essential as we grow our business.

Firemaster Oilfield Services 
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John Steward - Health & Safety Director - Surerus Pipeline

After receiving Wayne's number from a trusted colleague, I called to ask if Prime Essential could provide 
specialist OH&S support from a contractor and received an exceptional service. I'll continue to use Prime 
Essential after receiving professional, effective and personable support. Wayne was able to talk about 
individuals he could connect me with on the spot. Prime Essential providing what they called a Prime 
Essential Approved Contractor, assuring me they had a good track record. That individual exceeded our 
expectations with the outcome, just like Wayne suggested, it was a perfect match. To add, it was a 
Saturday when I called, expecting to have to leave a message. Instead, I had 2 options with-in a few 
hours, one person already in location and the another who could be at site on Monday. I highly 
recommend contacting Wayne if you need Health & Safety Professionals for Contract Hire. My 
experience makes me feel inclined to trust Prime Essential's capabilities across their Employee Search, 
Outplacement and Inter-to-Perm Workforce Solutions too.
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Lee Picco - Project Health & Safety Lead [$4.5Bn CAPEX]

Wayne is the one the most talented and personable recruiting professionals I've had the pleasure of 
working with. It was clear early on that he can identify the right people, with the right experience 
required when conducting searches, and also has the ability to attract and engage them. Wayne achieves 
this through empathizing, relating and truly understanding an individuals motivation (i.e. he treats you 
like a human being). I would recommend Wayne to anyone, anytime. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/waynemichaelwalton/details/recommendations/?detailScreenTabIndex=0



